
WELCOME!
¡BIENVENIDOS!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re pleased to be able to offer you this presentation to help you better understand the many benefits of being a participant in the Duke TIP Talent Searches, as well as the additional resources and educational opportunities a student can look forward to from now through high school.  We’re glad you’re taking the time to learn more! And Bienvenidos!…just so you know, Duke TIP also habla español por si acaso se necesita ayuda en su idioma.  Duke TIP has staff on hand that can help with Spanish language needs should that be useful to you.



WHAT IS DUKE TIP?
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[Slide will self-advance]What is the Duke University Talent Identification Program?  



2. Advanced learning opportunities 
and resources

3. Since 1980, nearly 3 million participants

Non-profit organization providing identification 
and support services for the academically talented1.
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Duke TIP is a nonprofit organization dedicated to being a global leader in identifying academically talented youth and providing innovative programs to support the development of their educational potential.  Duke TIP works with students, their families, and educators to explore, discover and celebrate students’ highest potential.  They strive to keep participants motivated and excited about the pursuit of higher academics through Duke TIP’s many educational offerings, as well as those of their trusted partners.  They are proud to have served nearly 3 million students since their program began in 1980.
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[Slide will self-advance]WHY is Gifted Education necessary? 



Talent alone won't make you a 
success. Neither will being in 
the right place at the right 

time, unless you are ready. The 
most important question is: 

'Are you ready?'

—Johnny Carson
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Presentation Notes
Hopefully you have a copy of the Duke TIP flyer called Gifted Education:  Just the Facts.(If not, it can be downloaded here:  www.tip.duke.edu/justthefacts)



Facts About Advanced Students:

• Frequently under 
challenged and less 
likely to make strong 
yearly growth.

• Grouping students by 
age assumes all 
same-age students 
have the same 
learning needs.

• Support makes a 
difference.

• Early high 
performance in a 
specific domain 
predicts later 
accomplishments in 
that area.
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The first is that support DOES make a difference.  Appropriate learning environments, motivation, encouragement, and even luck can all play a role in helping students develop and succeed.  Foremost, the assumption that academically gifted children will be successful, regardless of their educational environment, is inaccurate.  In fact, in a typical U.S. classroom, gifted children are often underchallenged.  Classrooms are the only place where age matters more than ability.  The policy in our country - of grouping students by age – makes the assumption that same-age students all have similar learning needs and will learn best when grouped in the same classroom together.  However, the results of research on this “typical classroom” have consistently shown that a large number of students perform above grade level, yet it is there that many remain.  In a typical classroom, an advanced learner may not have the opportunity to be appropriately challenged academically.  Outstanding performance depends on being given this opportunity to develop the talent that one has…coupled, of course, with encouragement to push beyond just “minimal” achievement.Simply being intellectually capable does not ensure that a student will reach their full potential—no matter how smart they may be.  They must have opportunity, motivation, and encouragement.The other fact I’d like to highlight is that ”Early high performance in a domain predicts later educational, occupational, and creative accomplishments in that domain.  People strong in math or verbal domains at an early age tend to achieve extraordinary accomplishments in their domain of strength.”Many individuals identifiable by age 13 with profound mathematical and verbal reasoning ability develop into outstanding contributors in their respective fields.  It’s not surprising that profoundly gifted students—like advanced, but still more typical, students—tend to choose learning and work environments as a function of their respective strengths.  Studies have shown that, over the long-term, students who score highly in one domain are likely to pursue further education and careers in that domain—with outstanding accomplishments!  Together, we want to encourage that!Let’s put this knowledge into actionable information.  When you know your child has a strength:•Provide them the opportunity to discover and explore new interests.•Ensure that they are challenged academically.•Encourage them to take academic risks.and•Pay attention to their social and emotional needs.The willingness to take strategic risks, the ability to cope with challenges, competitiveness and motivation, and task commitment will differentiate those who move to increasingly higher levels of talent development from those who do not.



TALENT SEARCH MODEL
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[Slide will self-advance]So, who DOES help TIP identify and support students?  



COLLABORATION
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It is through Duke TIP’s relationship with educators that some of the nation’s brightest students are identified.  TIP’s goal is to provide academically talented students with a strong circle of support as they work together with school personnel and students’ families.  Collaboratively, Duke TIP and educators help guide families in determining how advanced their students’ academic abilities truly are and what level of educational challenge is appropriate.  The majority of students learn about Duke TIP from their teachers.  They are thrilled that we assist them in identifying students and encouraging those students to take a deeper look at the Talent Search.  It takes all of us working together to support these bright youth and increase their chances for greater success!



TALENT SEARCH MODEL
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[Slide will self-advance]And, HOW does TIP help identify and support them?  



Duke TIP’s 

Talent Search Model

Identify, Enroll, and Assess

Educational Programs and Resources

Motivate and Encourage
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Duke TIP has developed what they call a Talent Search Model to support the unique needs of high achieving students and celebrate their academic successes through many avenues, including: above-level testing, which can uncover a students hidden strengths,access to Duke TIP’s network of educational programs and resources, andmotivation and encouragement for students focused on academic achievement.Duke TIP’s Talent Search department works directly with schools and families to manage the enrollment process of their 4th-6th Grade Talent Search and 7th Grade Talent Search programs.  Both searches require the completion of enrollment, payment of a nominal, one-time fee (though financial aid is offered), provide above-level testing, and offer advanced resources, opportunities and encouragement for high achieving students. 



Where do we begin? 

4th—6th Grade
Talent Search
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[Slide will self-advance]The 4th-6th Grade Talent Search is where the TIP Experience begins and is considered the entry point for several additional opportunities.  



7th Grade 
Talent Search

tip.duke.edu/7enroll
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Now we move on to the 7th Grade Talent Search, which similarly seeks to help academically talented students identify their strengths, develop their abilities and interests, and celebrate their achievements.



Eligibility is an honor!
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Duke TIP relies on counselors or gifted educators to assist them with identification and notification of qualified students. Once identified, we hope students will accept this honor and enroll.  Duke TIP is excited to be a part of their education, and hopes they’ll be a part of their family for many years to come.  Duke TIP regularly shares opportunities and educational programming updates so that students may maximize participation from enrollment through the end of sixth grade, and possibly the end of high school if they continue into our 7th Grade Talent Search.  We want them to know that it IS cool to be smart!  



Current seventh grader (or a current eighth 
grader who skipped seventh grade)

Visit TIP’s website for accepted tests
and scores:  tip.duke.edu/7qualify or tip.duke.edu/456qualify

At or above the 95th percentile on one 
qualifying subtest
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To be eligible a student must first, be in the seventh grade (or a current 8th grader who skipped 7th grade this year).  And, like the younger talent search, a student should meet the qualifying test score requirements by scoring at or above the 95th percentile on at least one acceptable subtest from an approved grade-level standardized achievement test, aptitude test, mental ability test, or state criterion-referenced test.  Typically this represents a test from 5th or 6th grade.  It is also possible that an educator might recommend a student individually.  Once it has been determined that a student qualifies, they are eligible to enroll in the 7th Grade Talent Search.  For a drop-down list of approved tests and subtests, please visit their website at www.tip.duke.edu/7qualify.



What are the  
eligibility options? 
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[Slide will self-advance]So, what are the eligibility options?  Well, first, a student must first be in the fourth, fifth, or sixth grade.  



Standardized Achievement 
and Abilities Test (MAP)

IQ Test (CogAT, RIAS, WISC)

State-Specific Test (STAAR)

Educator Recommendation
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Second, a student should meet the qualifying test score requirements.  Any student who scores at or above the 95th percentile on at least one acceptable subtest from an approved grade-level national standardized achievement or ability test, or a state assessment is qualified.  Duke TIP also accepts approved IQ tests that are not more than two years old, with a full scale or composite score of 125 or higher.  Qualifying scores may come from either of the two most recent test administrations.  Typically fourth graders use second or third grade scores; fifth graders use third or fourth grade scores; and sixth graders use fourth or fifth grade scores.  For states that require their own standardized exams, TIP works with the state to determine what scale scores most closely equate to the 95th percentile, if a percentile score is not provided on the results report.  TIP accepts dozens of different qualifying tests in order to make it as easy as possible for educators to identify students.  For a drop-down menu of approved tests and subtests, please visit our website (www.tip.duke.edu/456qualify).  If you have any questions about other tests, send us an email:  qtest456@tip.duke.edu.Score reporting delays and problems interpreting scores from transfer students are just two of the obstacles that can sometimes exclude students who possess a great deal of academic talent.  Therefore, at their discretion some educators may choose to provide their personal recommendation of students they otherwise feel are good candidates for the program. Once it has been determined that a student qualifies, they are eligible to enroll in the 4th-6th Grade Talent Search.  And, remember, a student need only enroll once and they’re in the program through the end of their 6th grade year.



Participation is rewarding!
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Participation in the Talent Search is definitely rewarding!  Student participation is voluntary, but the more they take advantage of the benefits, the more opportunities they have to explore and understand their academic talents and cultivate their passion for learning. 



Explore academic talents 
and discover one’s passion 
for learning

Interact with academic 
peers through program 
engagement 

Assess intellectual abilities 
through optional above-
level testing

Foster curiosity and build 
confidence
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Through Duke TIP students are encouraged to explore their talent and kindle their passion for learning as they discover new things with their peers.  Having the option for above-level assessment is a great way to learn even more about a student’s ability or talents with special feedback also offered from TIP.  Smart children are curious…they crave new challenges, special motivation, and support.  Duke TIP helps students continue to grow scholastically by fostering these opportunities, access to additional educational resources, and connection to a community of other bright students like themselves. 



Take the ACT or SAT as 
a seventh grader 

Gain invaluable 
knowledge and 

experience

Reveal and celebrate 
academic talents

Offer fine-tuned 
educational 
experiences
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Whatever the age, academically talented students need new challenges, special motivation, and support.  Duke TIP will help 7th grade students grow scholastically by identifying and understanding their academic strengths with above-level testing and feedback on reflected abilities; by providing encouragement to further develop these talents and interests; by celebrating academic achievement in a community of peers; and by giving students direct access to more focused educational experiences and resources.  We all want our little Einsteins to stay challenged!



We applaud 
achievement! 

4-6 Grade Talent Search
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Duke TIP applauds achievement!  Recognition is a big part of the 4th-6th Grade Talent Search.  As a participant, one of the first things a student can look forward to receiving is a Certificate of Merit.  This personalized, frameable, recognition certificate will be mailed to all enrollees with their Welcome packet, within a month of enrollment.  Toward the end of the school year, participation ribbons are also mailed to students’ enrolling schools.  School officials may choose to host a ceremony to publicly recognize students’ achievements or they may choose to more individually recognize a child with a personal presentation of these ribbons.  Either way, we want students to know we are all very proud of them!



We love to 
celebrate!

7th Grade Talent Search
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Duke TIP feels that one of the 7th Grade Talent Search's most important benefits is recognition.  They strive to celebrate academic achievement at a time in life when it's essential to foster a love of learning and teach students to take pride in their scholastic accomplishments.  Like the younger search, ALL students are recognized for participating in the talent search with a certificate of merit that is mailed toward the end of their 7th grade year.   Additionally, qualifying students may be invited to special state recognition ceremonies in honor of their exceptionally high scores on the ACT or SAT.



What are the benefits? 

4-6th Grade Talent Search
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[Slide will self-advance]There are many additional benefits to being a participant of Duke TIP.  
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Students will receive special publications designed to help them learn more about their potential.  The first is Navigator, the official, monthly, online magazine of the 4th-6th Grade Talent Search.  With changing themes, each issue shares articles of interest to this younger group and explores new subjects through feature articles, interviews with experts, and at-home activities for TIPsters to tackle.  Students may even read an article of their very own as talent search participants are encouraged to submit their personal work for publication! 
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At the start of each school year, students will be prompted to access the latest Academic 411 on our website.  This publication covers everything from school-related topics to interesting careers.  It showcases what some bright TIPsters have done to build their first business enterprise, affect positive change in the world, or tackle life and educational challenges.



BOOK CLUB
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Another benefit is the Duke TIP Book Club, which offers students a forum for reading current, age-appropriate literature and connecting with TIP students nationwide to discuss the books they’re reading.  Encouraged to tackle up to six books each year, students log on to join discussions within a secure blog environment.  With guided reading questions, the Book Club can help students develop critical reading skills; investigate the characters and themes of the book; uncover connections to math, science, and history; create their own projects, and make friends with other TIPsters in a safe, moderated space.
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Duke TIP’s annual Writing Contest is a way for budding authors and artists to submit their literary and creative efforts and potentially win monetary prizes in recognition of their work.  Offered in two parts, students may submit an essay on the prescribed topic in Part One.  Part Two is submission of artwork related to the winning entries of Part One.  A bonus role for Duke TIP staff is to judge these submissions on their eloquence, adherence to theme, and submission guidelines.  First, second, and third place winners for each part in grades four, five, and six are announced by Duke TIP to all participants and are awarded corresponding prize money.  The winning students’ enrolling schools are also awarded matching amounts.  Prize amounts are as follows:1st place:  $2002nd place:  $1003rd place:  $50



Additional benefits? 

7th Grade Talent Search
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[Slide will self-advance]There are many additional benefits to being a participant of Duke TIP’s 7th Grade Talent Search.  
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Students can look forward to receiving special publications designed to help them learn more about their potential.  One of the very first they will receive is The Talent Search Experience.  This digital publication will elaborate on what to expect as a 7th Grade Talent Search participant and will advise them on how to make the most of their experience over these next few years.  
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Insights, a monthly online publication, showcases how other students are embracing their academic talent and putting it to action.  It offers suggestions on high school and college planning, and recommends resources to assist them in achieving their educational goals.  Students are also given opportunities to submit their work for publication, profiled in Insights for their state- and national-level achievements.



tip.duke.edu/readyforcollege
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Ready for College is an online publication that guides gifted students through the sometimes confusing world of college preparation.  Articles cover grade-specific advice from seventh grade through their senior year in high school, including topics such as building a precollege plan, extracurricular activities, financial aid, how to find the college that's right for you, and what colleges look for in an application.  It can be accessed directly at www.tip.duke.edu/readyforcollege.
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Duke TIP’s Gifted Today blog houses three different publications, all of them useful to parents and teachers seeking research-based advice on nurturing gifted students.  One of these, Talent Talk, covers practical issues that parents of academically gifted children often face, including how to advocate for your child, how to weigh different educational options, evaluating the usefulness of current advice on rearing a gifted child, and how to address common social and emotional needs.  Talent Talk looks at topical articles and trends, then uses research-based information to break them down into everyday terms.Another publication, TIP's Research Digest, gives you access to dozens and dozens of scientific studies by TIP’s researchers, whose work appears in leading academic journals.  It also provides reviews of other important findings in the field of gifted education giving you further insight and keeping you up to date on the latest theories.Lastly, the Opportunity Guide connects students with myriad opportunities, including contests, scholarships, and additional educational programs designed specifically for high-achieving scholars.  Duke TIP wants to make sure you and your student are plugged in to the many enrichment activities and options available to them beyond TIP.



Above-level testing raises the 
bar on abilities understanding.
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I wanted to touch a little more on the importance of above-level testing. We know that TIP participants already excel on tests for their current grade, with many of them topping out on the highest scores.  Unfortunately, a top score only tells educators and parents that a student has mastered grade level material.  It can be compared to measuring every child’s height with a four-foot measuring stick:  it does not tell us the actual height of children taller than four feet. As you can see in these charts, students can appear quite similar in their academic performance using a typical grade-level test, but it just doesn’t indicate how far their current abilities may actually extend.  Above grade-level testing, however, can reveal huge differences in their actual academic achievement…and with this knowledge one can create a more effective foundation for high school planning and beyond. 



PSAT 8/9 optional above-level test 
measuring 8th-9th grade ability levels 

January or February test dates (Jan 19 in SBISD)

Deadlines in early December and January
with NO late registration

Additional fee:  $42

tip.duke.edu/psat89
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Duke TIP’s newest above-level assessment opportunity, and an optional benefit, is the PSAT 8/9 exam.  Typically only provided to 8th or 9th graders nationwide, the PSAT 8/9 is offered to younger Talent Search students as an optional diagnostic tool.  We encourage students to push their academic boundaries to see in what areas, if not all, they might find themselves testing at an eighth grade equivalent.  Scores are reported only to the students—though schools may request a list of students who ultimately took this challenge—and TIP provides a Score Results Summary further interpreting students’ scores related to their talent search peers.  Participants achieving a Math or Evidenced-based Reading and Writing score in the 90th percentile are invited to be honored at a celebratory recognition ceremony with 7th graders who attained outstanding scores on their ACT or SAT exams through Duke TIP. A student may take the PSAT 8/9 test once each academic year with testing windows in January or February.  Because it is an optional test, it does have an additional fee and application apart from the Talent Search.  One must choose to enroll for this test by the corresponding test’s deadline.  There is NO late registration, but students may take it each year of their Talent Search participation, if they so choose.  The additional fee for PSAT 8/9 is $42.Online Enrollment Deadlines	Test Dates12/11/17			1/20/181/8/18			2/10/181/8/18			2/11/18One final note:  Students who take the PSAT 8/9 with Duke TIP are automatically qualified to enroll in the 7th Grade Talent Search, when they reach that grade—rewarding students who are ready for even more academic challenge!



¿ACT 
or 

SAT ?
tip.duke.edu/7tests
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One of the ways Duke TIP challenges students in the 7th Grade Talent Search is by having them take an above-level test.  As a part of the enrollment process, Duke TIP will register enrollees for their choice of either the ACT or SAT—tests, as you know, that are designed for college-bound high school students.  Like the PSAT 8/9 opportunity of the younger search, we know that grade-level test scores may not always reflect a students truest academic capabilities, so students are invited to push themselves a little further by taking one of these two college entrance exams—strictly as a diagnostic tool and deeper understanding of ability.  Plus, taking advantage of this “lower stakes” opportunity (their test scores will not go on their record in any harmful way) can provide seventh graders with an excellent preview of and practice on a test similar to the one they will likely face during their presumed eventual college admissions process. 



ABOVE-LEVEL TESTING:
ACT VS. SAT

ACT
• Measures academic achievement and college 

readiness
• Four sections:  Math, English, Reading, Science 

(Writing is optional)
• 36 maximum points on each section

SAT
• Measures academic achievement and college 

readiness
• Two sections:  Evidence-Based Reading and 

Writing, and Math (Essay is optional)
• 800 maximum points on each section
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If you are not already familiar with the differences between the ACT and the SAT, here are some general explanations.  ACT, for example, measures academic achievement in different areas than does the SAT.  ACT measures science, whereas on the SAT it is not a category at all.  SAT on the other hand, measures writing; however, on the ACT writing is not included automatically, but is rather an optional choice you can add later, independent of TIP.  The two tests are also scored differently.  Despite differences, the ACT and SAT are both acceptable tools for the above-level testing experience, and Duke TIP does not recommend one test over the other.  The “which test?” decision should truly be made on a student-by-student basis.  When choosing between the two, aside from student preference, the most critical criteria to consider at this young age will likely be the most convenient test date or testing location.  Helpful tips and a practice test is provided.



RESULTS SUMMARY
Understanding Performance Relative to Peers
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Approximately 6 weeks after testing, the official ACT or SAT score report should arrive at the student’s home.  This report compares seventh grade scores to those of recent high school graduates.  Parents may not find this report particularly helpful, other than the fact that they may be pleasantly surprised at how well their student scored compared to high schoolers.  Therefore, Duke TIP provides their own score report that they hope one WILL find a bit more useful.  After all of the scores from October through February are received and processed by TIP, they will analyze and compile a score interpretive guide, called the Score Results Summary.  This summary allows students to compare their results with those of their peers, fellow 7th Grade Talent Search participants—some of the most gifted youth in the country.  It also offers suggestions for additional educational options that may be appropriate and relative to the particular subtest scores achieved.  They post this summary to their website and also mail it to Talent Search participants in May.  In early February, Duke TIP will also broadcast a live webinar to help you better understand the nature of this report. 



Enrollment is easy!
October 1 – March 31

Online OR by mail

One-time fee:  $40

tip.duke.edu/enroll

4th – 6th Grade
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[Slide BULLETS will self-advance]Enrollment in the 4th-6th Grade Talent Search truly is easy!  Enrollment opens as early as October 1 and runs through March 31 of the same school year.  You may enroll online on TIP’s website or by paper application obtained from your school or Duke TIP directly.  The one-time Talent Search fee is only $40 and includes all aforementioned benefits through the student’s 6th grade year.  Be reminded, the above-level test is an additional fee ($42).



Financial aid is available!

Qualify for free or reduced lunch

NO FEE to participate

More than $4.1M in aid awarded
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[Slide BULLETS will self-advance]Duke TIP is pleased to make financial aid available to all eligible students.  If you qualify for free or reduced lunch at your school the 4th-6th Grade Talent Search fee is completely waived.  Simply submit with your online enrollment or include with your paper application the official verification of your free or reduced lunch status, such as a copy of your original documentation paperwork or a signed letter from the school (on their letterhead).  A limited number of fee waivers are also available for the PSAT 8/9 test, but those are granted on a first come, first served basis.  Students wishing to request a testing fee waiver are encouraged to register for testing as early as possible.  Duke TIP is very happy to report that they have awarded more than $4.1M in financial aid across all of their programs last year alone. 



Enrollment is easy!

Choose one test and test date

Online OR by mail

One-time fee:  $80 (or $40 with fee grant)

tip.duke.edu/enroll
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[Slide BULLETS will self-advance]Enrollment truly is easy!  Simply decide which test you would like to take and when, fill out our online or paper application (which enrolls you for the test and talent search together), and complete your enrollment and payment by the corresponding test’s deadline.There is a non-refundable, one-time Talent Search fee of $75 (or $30 with a fee grant) that covers the cost of your test registration— either the ACT or the  SAT—and enrolls the student in the talent search through the end of high school. 



More test dates available at 
www.tip.duke.edu/7enroll. 

RECOMMENDED ENROLLMENT 
DEADLINES
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Deadlines to enroll depend on whether or not you are filling out an online or paper form.  It also depends on the test date that you’re choosing for your specific test.  So, keep your calendar handy when you’re considering deadlines.  While TIP encourages the testing dates listed here in order to not delay talent search benefits, a student may still choose to test as late as June.  Keep in mind, considerations for choosing a test date might be whether or not a student wants to attempt to qualify for Summer Studies or to attend a recognition ceremony.  If they do not test by the end of February they will not have their scores back in time in order to apply for Summer Studies this coming summer, 2018…though their qualifying score will still allow them to apply in future summers (e.g., 2019).  Similarly, even if receiving a qualifying ACT or SAT test score, if students do not test by the end of March, they will not be able to attend a recognition ceremony…though they will still receive their medal in the mail in the summer.More test dates are available at www.tip.duke.edu/7enroll.



Over $4.1M in financial aid 
awarded in 2017-2018 alone.  
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Duke TIP is pleased to make financial aid available to all eligible students.  If you qualify for free or reduced lunch at your school the Talent Search fee is partially waived and is only $30.  Simply submit with your online enrollment or include with your paper application the official verification of your free or reduced lunch status, such as a copy of your original documentation paperwork or a signed letter from the school (on their letterhead).  They are very happy to report that they have awarded more than $4.1M in financial aid across all of their programs last year alone. 



BEYOND the 
Talent Searches

tip.duke.edu/programs
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Duke TIP is renowned for its Educational Programs which seek to engage students beyond the regular classroom with new academic challenges, as well as guide them in utilizing their aptitudes at higher levels of learning.  The Ed Programs staff develop curriculum and materials and facilitate learning for many specialized and unique programs for talented youth.  Some programs require particular qualifications, such as having a high enough ACT or SAT score, as I will show you in the slides to follow.  These programs have additional fees, and financial aid is available on a first come, first served basis for those who meet the criteria.  Detailed information is available at their website:  www.tip.duke.edu/programs.



Academic Adventures

Day programs exclusively 
for Talent Search 
participants

4th—6th graders
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[Next FOUR slides, including this one, will self-advance]Academic Adventures.  These day programs, exclusively for 4th through 6th grade Talent Search participants, are held at Duke University or a host campus, some of which are local private schools or museums.  Offered in the spring or fall, students explore topics outside of normal school curriculum, such as physics, web programming, or mechanical engineering.  This program provides an opportunity to meet similarly motivated peers in a learning environment where creativity, critical thinking, and perhaps a little silliness, meet.Locations include:FloridaGeorgiaKansasKentuckyMissouriNorth CarolinaSouth CarolinaTexas



Learning environment of 
similarly motivated peers
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This program provides an opportunity to meet similarly motivated peers in a learning environment where creativity, critical thinking…



Explore atypical school 
topics at a host campus
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…and perhaps a little silliness, meet.



Locations include
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Locations include:FloridaGeorgiaKansasKentuckyMissouriNorth CarolinaSouth CarolinaTexas



eInvestigators
4th—6th graders
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[Slide will self-advance]eInvestigators, Duke TIP’s most recent addition to its educational programs, is an online, problem-based, 4-week learning experience for participants in 4th through 6th grade.  



Problem-based, immersive 
online experience 

Based on real-world 
mysteries 

Individualized feedback

Peer collaboration with 
interactive web tools
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Offered throughout the year, students interact online with their peers and instructors to perform research and get to the bottom of the real-world mystery they have chosen to investigate in fields such as medicine, history, archaeology, science, and mathematics.  Space is limited!



CRISIS
5th—6th graders
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CRISIS is a week-long residential program in the summer after one’s fifth or sixth grade year.  Through problem-based learning, students are challenged to build leadership and teamwork skills in their role as a professional research team member.  Collaboratively, they work to save the world from the next earthquake, Ebola epidemic, or hurricane—whatever the community crisis—before it’s too late!



Emphasizes problem-based 
learning and leadership 
skills
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[Next THREE slides, including this one, will self-advance]Emphasizes problem-based learning and leadership skills.



Students work together to 
solve a community crisis
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Students work together to solve a community crisis.



Locations include
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Locations may include:Eckerd College, St. Petersburg, FLAgnes Scott College, Atlanta, GAMeredith College, Raleigh, NCBelmont University, Nashville, TNSouthwestern University, Georgetown, TX



Scholar Weekends
7th—11th graders
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Scholar Weekends.  Just like it sounds, these shorter courses are offered as early as spring to 7th graders and available through 11th grade.  They are held over a Saturday and Sunday at a host college or university campus.  



pharmacology

sports medicine

cinematography

robotics

Shakespeare

biotechnology

entrepreneurship
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Students will choose a course of interest, such as those listed here, that introduce topics not typically available in local schools.  This allows students to delve into a specific subject with great detail, and helps them consider options for college majors and careers.  Scholar Weekends also provide an opportunity to meet similarly motivated peers. 



Locations include

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sites:Duke University – Durham, NC Queens University – Charlotte, NCRollins College – Winter Park, FLUniversity of Georgia – Athens, GA University of Kansas – Lawrence, KS Fort Worth Country Day School – Fort Worth, TXUniversity of Houston – Houston, TX 



eStudies
7th—11th graders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the summer after grades seven through eleven qualified students may also apply for TIP’s exciting 7-week distance learning program called eStudies.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students interact in a virtual classroom with peers and instructors through live chats, discussion boards, blogs, and email.  They’ll choose from a selection of engaging and challenging courses unavailable to most middle and high school students and are designed with a high level of interaction and intellectual rigor within a flexible learning environment.Courses include:  Academic Writing, Genetics, Neuroscience, and Nanotechnology, among others.



Summer 
Studies
7th—10th graders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Slide will self-advance]Some students will qualify for TIP’s very popular Summer Studies Program.  



Advanced academic study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summer Studies are superb academic opportunities with dynamic residential and social experiences in the summer after seventh through tenth grade.  Intense and demanding, these sessions challenge students to think critically about themselves and their world.  Choosing one, highly rigorous course to study for the three-week duration they are in class for seven hours a day, three hours on the weekend, and no doubt love every minute of it!  For that one course, they will cover a full year’s worth of high school material, and in many cases a semester’s worth of college coursework!  For some of these students it is the first time that they have felt truly challenged or have been in a welcoming environment of like-minded peers. 



Dynamic residential programming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Academic intensity aside—students also enjoy a quality social experience as they are welcomed into a community of motivated and engaged peers unlike any they may have encountered thus far.  From talent shows and dances to field trips and student “Olympics,” Summer Studies participants are sure to have the time of their lives and that may even be life changing.  7th graders that have timely qualifying scores (i.e., they must have tested by the end of February) and a correct email address on record with Duke TIP will be notified in March that they qualify to apply.  



Locations include
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Presentation Notes
Campuses includeAppalachian State University (Boone, NC)Davidson College (Davidson, NC)Duke University (Durham, NC)Duke University Marine Lab (Beaufort, NC)Wake Forest University (Winston-Salem, NC)Rollins College (Winter Park, FL)Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA)University of Georgia (Athens, GA)Louisiana State University (Baton Rouge, LA)Austin College (Sherman, TX)Rice University (Houston, TX)Trinity University (San Antonio, TX)



Field Studies
9th—12th graders
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Another Duke TIP educational opportunity is called Field Studies.  This two-week residential program is for students who are in 9th-12th grades.  Field Studies are rigorous academic programs where the student can experience an academic passion and potential career firsthand.  



Real world exploration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Located across the globe, these authentic programs allow students to take advantage of unique surroundings to enhance hands-on learning.  The student will visit the environment or location that best exemplifies their chosen course of interest.  So, for example, what better place to study tropical medicine than the rain forests of Costa Rica?  



Unique study locations
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Or Creative Writing?—they’ll send them to Ghost Ranch, New Mexico to get those creative juices flowing!Locations include:Creative Writing – Ghost Ranch, NMAstronomy, Physics, Astrobiology – PARI Observatory, Rosman, NCTropical Medicine – Costa RicaLemurs! – Duke Lemur Center, Durham, NC



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gifted students are cognitively ready for advanced language study.  They can master large bodies of complex information and comprehend multiple meanings and nuances of words.  Duke TIP participants can hone their language skills with Rosetta Stone Foundations® and enjoy a discounted rate on a one-year subscription to this renowned language learning software.  This special version of the popular language immersion course is designed for students in grades K–12 and available only from a select number of educational organizations.Using speech recognition technology and real-life simulated conversations a student has 365 days from the day they log on the first time to achieve as many levels of their chosen language as they can.  With 25 available languages, try one not currently offered in your school or brush up on your required language in your free time!



JKCF.org/DukeTIP

COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP 
PROGRAM

High school Seniors

September—November 
application period

Financial and educational 
support through college

YOUNG SCHOLARS 
PROGRAM

Rising 8th graders

January—March application 
period (current 7th graders)

Financial and educational 
support through high school

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, I would like to make you aware of a partnership they have with the Jack Kent Cooke Foundation.  This Foundation is dedicated to advancing the education of exceptionally promising students who have financial need through their Young Scholars Program and College Scholarship Program.  These programs cultivate scholars’ talents and abilities throughout high school and beyond by providing individualized academic advising and financial support for high achieving students.  The Young Scholars application period runs from January through March while the College Scholarship application is open from September through November.  Keep in mind that the application process is complex and will take significant time to complete.  For more information, please visit the Jack Kent Cooke website listed here.



TRACI GUIDRY
TEXAS OFFICE

tguidry@tip.duke.edu
(512) 473-8400

Recorded versions available at

www.tip.duke.edu/456webinars
or /7webinars

AMY ELLINGSON
Advanced Academic Studies (SBISD)

Amy.Ellingson@springbranchisd.com –
713-251-2005

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you again for viewing this presentation to learn more about the Duke TIP Talent Searches and the many educational programs and resources available to your bright student!  If you would like this presentation in a pre-recorded format, please visit our website, as well as to find a listing of additional webinars planned on a host of different Duke TIP topics.  For immediate assistance or if you have any follow up questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me directly at my office or email address listed here.
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